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On some consequences of dephoneticised Phonology (1) Why Phonology has to be non-phonetic a. the acoustic nature of speech is accidental: 1. phonetically or auditively disabled humans possess a perfectly well-formed grammar 2. altered properties of the brain-structure do cause trouble in the grammar 3. the mouth was not designed for speech. It was fertilised when language emerged for social reasons after the homo had spent more than 2 Mio years on Earth. This colonisation of a pre-existing physical device for communication was possible only because of a lucky combination of physical and biological parameters: — the mouth pre-existed. If the homo absorbed food and breathed through some other organic device, there would have been no mouth to be colonised. — there is an atmosphere that allows to transmit sounds. If the homo were a submarine species, or lived on a planet without atmosphere, there would be no acoustic communication. it is reasonable to assume that if acoustic communication using the mouth had not been possible because of physical and/ or biological properties, mankind would still have developed language. 4. at least one non-buccal and non-acoustic vehicle of natural language is attested: signs. In principle, any signal that may be produced and read by humans is a possible vehicle for natural language: tactile, olfactive etc. communication. consequences: 1. UG must not make any reference whatsoever to phonetic, biological or physical properties of language, cf. Carr (1998), Carvalho&Klein (1996). 2. Phonology is the interface between the grammar and the biological/ physical world, between neuronal and extra-neuronal structure. The word "Phonology" carries a century-old misunderstanding: its output is phon, but its input, structure and identity is not. b. two options for UG: 1. there are independent phonological, syntactic, morphological and semantic UGs whose content is non-related, cf. Bromberger&Halle (1989). 2. there is one single UG containing a limited set of principles, of which we observe phonological, syntactic, morphological and semantic manifestations. if the latter is correct, only non-phonetic objects may enter UG since there are no phonetics in syntax, morphology and semantics, nor is there any biology and environmental physics. There is an explicit tradition in Government Phonology to favour views that allow to account for syntactic and phonological data with identical tools: ECP, PG, Projection Principle, c-command.



-2(2) a.



illustration of b): Locality Dienes&Szigetvári (1999), Szigetvári (2000) do not aim to make Phonology local, but Locality is a product of their system. Locality (phonological and syntactic): the communication of two constituents is corrupted by the presence of an intervening consituent of the same kind.



b.



Syntactic manifestation: Relativised Minimality (Rizzi 1990), Quantifiers, Subjects and Heads may not move over, respectively, Quantifiers, Subjects and Heads. Phonological manifestation: Onsets and Nuclei may communicate (licence and govern) only with the preceding or the following Onset/ Nucleus. before: one and only one non-local structure in a CVCV grammar PG reaches beyond TR: PG does not reach beyond RT: closed syllable […VRTV…] initial TR [#TRV] or open syllable [...VTRV...] PG PG A N A N | | | T elimination of the phonetic anchor of syllable structure.
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status of final empty Nuclei (FEN) classically, there are two independent problems: a. why are FEN phonetically unexpressed? b. how come they are able to govern? in /parø1cø2/, the only way to satisfy ø1 is PG coming from the FEN.



(4)



Locality has nothing to say about (3)a, but solves (3)b: there is nothing wrong anymore with phonetically unexpressed Nuclei that govern.



(5)



as before, a special case has to be made for FEN FEN can govern Nuclei that are lexically empty, i.e. /parø1cø2/, but are unable to trigger vowel-zero alternations, i.e. to govern lexically filled Nuclei that are specified for vowelzero alternations.



Hence, (6) before and now



can govern a lexically filled Nucleus



independent Nucleus (=phonetically realised or mute because of IG) final dependent Nucleus (reason of muteness: being final) non-final dependent Nucleus (reason of muteness: PG)



can govern a lexically empty Nucleus



yes



yes



no



yes



no



no



(7) what about final Codas? Coda = ungoverned and unlicensed a. internal Coda Gvt Gvt



b. final Coda Gvt



V C | | V R



C V C V # | | | C V R



V C V | | T V



Lic



Lic



if FEN possess lateral actorship, why should they be unable to govern and license their Onset? They have to be unable to do so because otherwise the theory cannot refer to __{#,C} in a uniform fashion. (8) answer a. we know that FEN cannot govern Nuclei that are lexically filled. b. neither can they govern Onsets that are lexically filled. c. the same holds for Licensing ==> generalisation: FEN may not be the head of a lateral relation if its target is lexically filled.
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Hence, (9)



may be the Head of a lateral relation (Gvt or Lic) with a constituent (Onset or Nucleus) that is lexically filled empty



independent Nucleus (=phonetically realised or mute because of IG) final dependent Nucleus (reason of muteness: being final) non-final dependent Nucleus (reason of muteness: PG)



yes



yes



no



yes



no



no



(10) Lenition of branching Onsets: Locality makes the correct prediction TR in Coda Miroir position, i.e. {#,C}__ TR in intervocalic position Gvt Gvt Gvt Gvt C V C V C V | | | | ø T afr genoil [dÉZ´ç¥] et oc(u)lum > afr ueil [ue¥]. Il est difficile, pourtant, de décider si la graphie de l'ancien français, dans le i de genoil, représente une trace palatale de l'ancienne vélaire, ou s'il s'agit simplement de la notation orthographique de la latérale palatale [¥], cf. Pope (1934:277). Il reste donc difficile de savoir si les occlusives vélaires se comportent de manière identique lorsqu'elles surviennent seules à l'intervocalique et en tant que premier membre d'une Attaque branchante. Si c'était le cas, la prédiction venant de la situation intervocalique,



- 10 (26) evolution of simple velars #__ k __{i,e} __{u,o} {u,o}__a



centu cubitu cor carru



cent coude cœur char



{i,e,a}__a id.



id. gula



mercede merci rancore arca



rancœur arche



id.



g __{i,e} gelare geler {i,e,a}__a gamba jambe {u,o}__a __{u,o}



Coda__



gueule



argentu virga



argent verge



id. angustia angoisse



Coda __C __#



V__V placere securu Sa(u)conna carruca jocare pica necare pacare rege regale paganu ruga *agustu



plaisir afr. sëur Saône charrue jouer pie noyer payer roi royal païen rue août



(27) SUM of the evolution of simple velars Coda Miroir V__V résultat en français résultat en français k __{i,e} affrication tÉs > s spitting [j] and affrication tÉs > s __{u,o} k loss {u,o}__a affrication tÉS > S loss {i,e,a}__a affrication tÉS > S spitting [j] and loss g __{i,e} spitting [j] and loss affrication dÉZ > Z {i,e,a}__a affrication dÉZ > Z spitting [j] and loss {u,o}__a affrication dÉZ > Z loss __{u,o} loss g (28) generalisation about velars a. in Strong Position, velars latin appear as such in French (plus palatalisations). b. in intervocalic position, simple velars are lost if they are adjacent to [u,o]. In all other cases, they spit out a [j] and disappear.



on le verra ci-dessous, voudrait que l'occlusive d'une Attaque branchante vélaire précédée par [u,o] tombe sans laisser aucune trace palatale.



- 11 (29) comparison T vs. TR with T=velar Coda Mirror



T k,g



inchangé



kr, kl gr, gl



V__V result in French k,g



TR



resultat of T in French



adjacent [u,o] elsewhere



loss spits out a [j] and disappears



Coda Mirror resultat of T in French



inchangé



V__V result in French adjacent [u,o] ?, cf. note 1 kr, kl elsewhere spits out a [j] and gr, gl disappears



(30) general comparison T vs. TR Coda Mirror



T



TR



resultat of T in French



p,b



unchanged



t,d



unchanged



k,g



unchanged



pr, pl br, bl tr, dr kr, kl gr, gl



Coda Mirror resultat of T in French



unchanged unchanged unchanged



V__V



V__V



resultat of T in French



p,b t,d k,g



spirantisation



resultat of T in French



pr, br pl, bl tr, dr



spirantisation voicing loss adjacent [u,o] ?, cf. note 1 kr, kl elsewhere spits out a [j] and gr, gl disappears



loss adjacent [u,o] loss elsewhere spits out a [j] and disappears



(31) evolution of simple Liquids #__ Coda__



Coda __C



r l



rege levare



roi lever



cin(e)re mer(u)lu



cendre merle



V__V __# pira dolore



poire douleur



- 12 (32) evolution of Liquids when preceded by an Obstruent #__ Coda__ pr pl br bl tr dr kr kl gr gl



pruna plenu branca *blastimare tres tractare drappu credere clave grana glande



prune plein branche blâmer trois traiter drap croire clef graine gland



rump(e)re



rompre



membrum



membre



alt(e)ru capistru perd(e)re ? circ(u)lu ? ung(u)la



autre chevêtre perdre cercle ongle



Coda __C __#



V__V capra duplu labra tab(u)la petra it(e)rare quadratu lacrima mac(u)la flagrare coag(u)lare



chèvre double lèvre table pierre errer carré afr. lairme maille flairer cailler
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